
TRIP DETAILS 
SUNDAY RIVER  

 
MOUNTAIN INFO  

Skiable terrain                   870 acres 

Summit Elevation               3140 ft 

Vertical                               2340 ft 

Lifts                                     15 

Runs                                   135 

21% Beginner    32% Intermediate    46% Advanced 

RENTAL INFORMATION 
Rentals are $35. You will receive a rental voucher (good for either a ski or snowboard rental package) when 
you arrive. Please take this voucher into the rental shop at the South Ridge Lodge and redeem for your rental 
package.  
EQUIPMENT STORAGE  
Space below the bus is limited!  Skis/boards/boots will be stowed in bays below bus.  Use your ski bag to pack 
extra clothes. Boots can be brought onto the bus and must be stored below the seats for safety reasons.  You 
may bring a small carry-on bag on bus, but you will not have access to the bus during the day.  We suggest 
getting a locker at the mountain if you would like to change before boarding for return home. 
 
HELPFUL HINTS 

 Many ski bags/boot bags look alike!  Make sure you label yours and take your own upon departing bus. 

 Please load bus on time and put your gear in the proper bays according to drop-off points. 

 The temperatures on the bus can fluctuate from front to back of bus….dress in layers to add or shred. 

 Bus driver tip is NOT included.  Trip leaders will pass the ‘hat’ if you would like to contribute. 

 We suggest you dress in layers, so that you’re comfortable on the bus and then have plenty of gear for the 
slopes. 

 Most people bring a back pack on the bus with some clothes, book, music, snacks for the ride and possibly 
lunch if they don’t want to purchase at the mountain. 

 
CANCELLATION POLICY 
MSS reserves the right to cancel/change any trip, trip destination, or pickup points due to weather conditions, 
lack of participation, or any unforeseen circumstance.  If MSS cancels a trip, the individual registrants for whom 
we have contact information will be informed by Thursday 5pm before the trip. 
 


